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 The most basic level of piano instruction. Learn the alphabet of music and sound, the types of notes on the piano, and the main characteristics of each note. Join pianist, teacher, and author of Playground Piano, to make music and sound exciting. The lessons are designed to teach the basics of piano in a way that is easy to understand, quick, and fun. I've had great success with my kids on the piano and
I hope you enjoy them as much as I did. Chapter 1: Introduction to Music Theory The Alphabet of Music The alphabet of music has four names: The notes. The notes on the piano are represented by names called sharps, flats, and natural notes. The letters in music. The letters are written in the musical staff, or they are written in dotted and natural notes on the piano. The chords. The chords are three
or more notes played together. The chords can be written on the staff, and they are also written on the piano. The musical staff, or staff, is the lines written in music that tell the music to sing. Notes Note names are called sharps, flats, and natural notes. The sharps are the notes higher in pitch than a natural note, and the flats are the notes lower in pitch than a natural note. A natural note is a note that is
the same pitch as the pitch a person would sing. Letters Letters are the names used to represent each note on the piano. Letters are written in a musical staff. The staff is a set of lines that tells the notes to sing in the music. Staff The staff is made up of lines. Each line represents a different pitch. The first line is always a natural. The second line represents a natural note, and then the sharp or flat for

that pitch. The natural and sharp lines are written with dots, and the natural and flat lines are written without dots. The dotted notes are the notes that are higher in pitch than the natural notes. The natural notes are the notes that are lower in pitch than the natural notes. Chords Chords are three or more notes played together. There are three types of chords: The triad. A triad is made up of three
consecutive natural notes. 82157476af
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